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Why the Status Quo Isn’t Cutting It
If you’re like most brokers, come Q4, you
probably spend 4-8 hours per client cranking
out benefits booklets. Then, for weeks, you
get to drive all over the place giving benefits
presentations to audiences that aren’t exactly
cheering your name (or even paying attention).
If—in the middle of this whirlwind—you’ve ever
stared deeply into your drive-thru breakfast
sandwich and felt a pang of doubt about
whether this routine is the best use of your
time, guess what?
It’s not.
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Unfortunately, as labor-intensive as it is, the
booklets and benefits meeting approach just isn’t
getting the job done:

• Only 20% of employees think
their employer communicates
benefits effectively*
• 74% of employees say there
are things they don’t
understand about their overall
policies, including basic terms
like deductibles, copays, or
network providers**

And guess what? When your clients’ employees
feel confused, frustrated, or bored by their
benefits, they end up in the wrong plans,
underfund their retirement and tax savings
accounts, and feel dissatisfied with their
employer’s offerings overall. As a result, your
clients overspend on coverage, miss out on
payroll tax savings†, and compromise the goodwill
of their workforce.
And who do those bad vibes often trickle down
to? That’s right: you, their broker.

• 75% of employees believe
their plan options aren’t
personally relevant***
*Source: Benz Communications, “The Value of Investing in Benefits
Communications”
**Source: 2017 Aflac WorkForces Report
*** Source: CEB, 2016 Global Labor Market Survey
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†Employers don’t have to pay payroll taxes (at a rate of 7.65%) on any salary their
employees put into their HSAs. The more their employees give, the more they save.
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But Wait! There’s Good News!
When companies offer their employees nextlevel benefits communications that truly
engage and educate them, the results can be
dramatically different.

Case in point: 76% of

employees who say
their company’s benefits
communications are
effective say they’re
satisfied with their
benefits*, compared with a
mere 6% satisfaction rate among
employees who say their benefits
communication is ineffective.

This is exactly why many forward-thinking brokers
are making benefits communications upgrades
a top priority. Not only has this decision helped
their clients hit all kinds of ambitious engagement,
enrollment, and contribution goals, it’s helped
give them a huge leg up in winning new business.
So! Let’s talk about how you can get a leg up on
their leg up and rise to the top of the ol’ leg pile.

*Source: Benz Communications: “The Value of Investing in Benefits Communications”
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Benefits Communication Technologies:

What’s Out There
In the past ten years, a variety of products—most
of them digital solutions employees can access
from their computers or smartphones—have
entered the market to help solve these benefits
engagement and education challenges. By our
count there are at least thirty, but they mostly fall
into these three categories:

company-specific offerings but aren’t able to
provide employee-specific decision support. Their
clients usually share these videos via email, text,
or their company intranet.

Branded educational videos
Vendors like Guidespark and Flimp
Communications offer tailored benefits videos
(both built off a template and built from scratch)
and supporting collateral like infographics, emails,
and posters. Their videos provide one-size-fits-all
explanations about general benefits topics and
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Benefits communication
tools offered by benefits
admin companies
Vendors like Businesssolver, Benefitfocus,
and bswift are the big-box stores of human
resources administration technology, offering a
wide variety of services, including some level of
communications support.
In addition to email, flyer, and postcard templates,
these vendors usually provide some sort of
decision support tool—whether that’s a cost
calculator, side-by-side comparison tools, or a
basic virtual host that walks employees through
their benefits options. However, companies often
can’t access these vendors’ full suite of tools
unless they’re a certain size, or they invest in the
entire benefits administration platform.
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ALEX by Jellyvision
ALEX is the interactive employee communication
and decision support software we make here
at Jellyvision. More than 1,200 companies with
as few as 20 and as many as 1,000,000 eligible
employees use ALEX, including 106 of the
Fortune 500.

Three things set ALEX apart from other
benefits communication tools:
•

An unmatched ability to engage and educate
employees one-on-one (using our special formula of
behavioral science, plainspoken English, and humor)

•

A knack for driving employee behavior change (like,
say, choosing an HDHP, or boosting HSA and 401(k)
contributions, or deciding to enroll in voluntary
benefits for the first time)

•

Year-round support on a range of topics: ALEX
doesn’t just help employees with choosing benefits
during open enrollment, it provides money-saving
advice about using those benefits, as well as
guidance about retirement, managing finances, and
taking a leave of absence

Since we host ALEX ourselves, ALEX is compatible with
all HR admin platforms. And because we know you and
your clients are crazy-busy, we made ALEX easy to build
and launch: in many cases, it takes just a few days.
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How to Offset the Cost
Insurance carriers are
often willing to offer
brokers technology,
communication, or
marketing credits
Obviously, the price of a benefits communication
tool is going to be a big factor in whatever
decision you make. But as you’re crunching the
numbers, keep in mind that you and your clients
don’t necessarily have to carry the financial
burden alone.
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(payable either in a lump sum
or monthly installments) to
help offset—if not completely
cover—the cost of new benefits
communication technology.
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So don’t be shy: ask every single carrier you
work with to pitch in—medical, dental, vision, life,
disability, accident, critical illness…the works. Sure,
they might say no. But usually they’ll play ball.

It’s in their best interest to support an investment
in better benefits communication that’s going to
educate more employees about their products
(and possibly boost enrollment).

“Proactively partnering with your carriers on a communications
budget is a win on all sides. It provides a valuable educational tool
for my client’s employees, it increases employee awareness and
understanding of their benefits package (which reflects positively on
the employer), and it steers plan enrollment into the appropriate
plans helping overall utilization for the carrier.”

Brandy Oglesby
Principal and Senior Consultant at CLS Partners
ALEX client since 2016
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Last but Not Least:

A Handy Benefits Communication Vendor Checklist
As you’re shopping around and taking demos like a boss, consider using this handy communication vendor
checklist to make sure you’re getting the biggest bang for your buck.
Vendor Name:
Question

Yes

No

Write in an answer:

Product features and benefits
Does the product provide benefits education, decision support, or both?
Does it provide one-size-fits-all information or personalized,
interactive guidance?
Does it provide side-by-side cost comparisons of different plans?
Is it a standalone product or does it come bundled with a
benefits admin platform?
Is the product mobile-compatible?
Does the vendor offer analytics?			
Does the vendor provide internal marketing resources?
To what degree?
Can your clients add their own branding to the product?
How engaging is the product? Do you think your employees
will like using it?			
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Question

Yes

No

Write in an answer:

Implementation & Tech
What is the minimum (and maximum) build time for the product?
Are all the major desktop operating systems and browsers
supported?
Will your IT team need to be looped in to get the product up
and running?

Return on Investment
Has the product helped solve the problems your client is dealing with
for other customers in the past? Can the vendor show proof?
How much time has this product saved other companies similar
to your client?
How much money has this product saved other companies similar
to your client?
How much of a differentiator might this product be in
new business pitches?
Does this product help boost retirement and health-savings plan
contributions?
Can the vendor provide testimonials from brokers similar to you?
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About Jellyvision
Jellyvision is an award-winning technology
company whose interactive software talks people
through important, complex, and potentially
snooze-inducing life decisions—like choosing a
health care insurance plan, saving for retirement,
or navigating a leave of absence—in simple, fun,
and engaging ways. Our recipe: behavioral science,
purposeful humor, mighty tech, and oregano.

To learn more about benefits
communication in general or

About ALEX

©

ALEX in particular, email us at

Our SaaS employee communication platform ALEX

alexforbrokers@jellyvision.com.

is used by more than 1,200 companies with more

And to get helpful communication

the Fortune 500 and one-third of the country’s 25

tips and industry insights every
month, sign up for our free
monthly broker newsletter.

than 17 million employees in total—including 106 of
largest companies. ALEX helps employees at these
companies, whose health insurance premiums total
more than $110 billion, make better decisions about
their insurance plan options, 401(k) allocations, and
financial wellness.
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